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Approximation to the Least Root of a Cubic.
Bernoulli's method of approximating the largest root of an equation (1) x s = ax 2 +bx+c, with real coefficients, is to use (1) as a scale of relation for the recursion formula An -dAn-i+bAn-i+cAn-zSuccessive A 9 s are calculated starting from any initial values. Then A n +i/A n for increasing values of n approximates that root of (1) which has the greatest absolute value if that root is real. The method here given for approximating the least root of (1) is similar to Bernoulli's. We use three recursion formulas { An-aA n -.i + bA n -2 + cA n -3 , Bn = aBn-i+bB n " 2 +cBn-z , Cn-aC n -l~\~bC n -2~{-cCn-Z y and calculate the successive ^4's, B's, and C's starting from the three sets of initial values / (il., ,^_i,^o) = (0,0,1) , 
Then the quotient
where X\j x 2 ) Xz are the roots of (1), and where a iy /3 t -, 7» are determined by (5) using the initial values (3). These latter are readily found to be
where
In the quotient (4) substitute from (5) and simplify. The numerator becomes
and the denominator is the same expression with 7< replaced by j3».
If now the roots of (1) are such that |xi|<|x 2 |and also \xi\ <\xz\ then Hence if the numerator and the denominator of (4) be divided by x"x$ the limit as n becomes infinite is but this reduces to X\ on substituting from (6). Thus our method is justified.
The recursion formulas (2) may be thrown into a more useful form. From (5) and (6), we find = Xl#2#3 = C .
A. n
In a similar way the second of the following formulas is proved : By (7), this becomes
Expanding and substituting
In the equation
Using this as equation (1) Second, let R be of the form Z 3 ±l. Taking a = /, we obtain, for n = 1, the solution
Third, let R be of the form / 3 ±3. With a = Z, we obtain, for w~2, (14) X=l, F=±/ 2 , Z=+Z.
If jR = Z 3 + l, the unit given by (13), namely,
is the square of the unit e = \ZR-I. The unit t for fields of the first species,* that is i?+±l (mod 9), and therefore Z + 0 (mod 3), is the fundamental unit, all other units being expressible as powers of e. When the field is of the second species, and Z = 0 (mod 3), then e is either the fundamental unit or the square of the fundamental unit and the latter alternative can occur in only a finite number of fields.
